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What is consumerism?

´ Links prosperity to consumer 
demand for goods and services.

´ Makes consumer (person buying) 
central to economic decision 
making.

´ Buy goods, become a consumer.

´ Consumers consider quality of life, 
citizenship, and identity when 
buying.

Choices create by-
products. Buy a bottle of
water and it ends up in 
trash. Buy a bottle for water 
and you can reuse it.



How does consumer behavior affect quality 
of life for individuals and groups?

´ Consumer choice affects society – jobs people have and quality of 
environment.

´ What guides consumer behavior?
´ Identity

´ Health and safety

´ Jobs

´ Environment

´ Marketing 



Factor: Identity

´ Choices reflect our identity.

´ Think of clothing for example. What does your clothing say about your 
beliefs and values, and your quality of life.

´ Read the quotes on page 244 and 245.

´ CTC: To what extent do the products we consume define who we are and 
what’s important to our quality of life?
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Factor: Health and Safety

´ Federal law requires warnings on products such as cigarettes to discourage 
consumers. 

´ People still buy despite these warnings



Factor: Health and Safety

´ Sometimes governments ban products all together

´ Examples are on page 248 and 249:
´ Edmonton Public Schools has banned all junk food

´ Calgary has banned restaurants from using trans fats.

´ Did you know?
´ Canada and USA have legislation about consumer health and safety

´ All food and cosmetics must have ingredients listed

´ USA makes air bags and seat belts mandatory. Canada, only seat belts

´ CTC: To what extent do differences in the way the USA and Canada 
regulate products reflect differences in their economic systems?



Factor: Jobs

´ Purchase a product = employ people

´ Consumer spending is important in 
mixed and market economies.

´ 2006 saw Canadians spend over $400 
billion on products and services.

´ USA, consumer spending accounts for 
70% of economic activity.

´ If profits fall, people lose jobs

´ Spending = jobs



Factor: Environment



Factor: Environment

´ Did you know?
´ Canada and USA have laws and 

programs related to consumers 
and the environment

´ Both have banned leaded 
gasoline

´ Both require new appliances to 
have energy labels



Factor: Marketing

´ Both Canada and USA have legislation that affects what can be said in 
ads.

´ Ads can’t make false or misleading claims about a product or service.

´ Competition Act enforces these rules in Canada

´ Ensures fair business practices.



Factor: Marketing

´ Advertising is everywhere –
sporting events, buses, 
washrooms, TV, online, 
everywhere.

´ Techniques marketers use:
´ Bandwagon Effect

´ Everyone is buying product

´ Emotional Appeal
´ Connects to fears and desires

´ Glittering Generalities
´ Promises everything, delivers 

nothing

´ Plain Folks Appeal
´ Uses ordinary people

´ Testimonials
´ Celebrities or experts

´ Scientific Appeal
´ Uses stats or scientific data



Factor: Marketing

´ Let’s look at some advertisements:

The Reader – Part 1 The Reader – Part 2



Factor: Marketing

´ See if you can spot the techniques used in the rest of the videos shown in 
class.

´ Bandwagon Effect

´ Emotional Appeal

´ Glittering Generalities

´ Plain Folks Appeal

´ Testimonials

´ Scientific Appeal



What affects the impact of consumerism on 
the economies of Canada and USA?

´ As you read the following cartoon, look for:
´ Examples of how income affects consumer behavior 







Gross Domestic Product



Boycotts

´ A boycott is a decision by a group of consumers not to buy certain 
products of services

´ Boycotts are used to take action on a variety of issues:
´ Child labour

´ Environment

´ Taxes

´ Human rights

´ Some current boycotts happening now. Do you agree/disagree with any of 
them?



Boycotts in Canadian History
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